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About This Game

Long ago, Chaos and Discord ruled the land. Only the creation of the Relics by The Ancients brought Peace and Balance.
Slowly but surely the world recovered from this era of Strife. But Evil is never truly defeated, and soon chaos will return to the
lands and destroy the balance of the world. Only you, a young woman named Hairo, can save it. By using your special ability to

shift between dimension you will combat the evil that is tearing the world apart.

WORLD SPLIT IN TWO - You are Hairo, a young adventurous woman who gains the ability to shift between
dimensions.

GO WITH THE FLOW - Run on walls, dash over chasms and fly through the air.

A NEW ADVENTURE AWAITS - Travel through 13 levels located in grass-covered hills, snow-covered mountains and
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ancient ruins.

HUNT FOR SECRETS AND TREASURE - Explore every nook and cranny of the world and find all the secrets.

DEFEAT EVIL - Features fast-paced boss battles to defeat the evil force that has torn the world apart.

BE THE FASTEST - Get the High-score in the Time Trial Mode.
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Title: Rising Islands
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Lone Hero Studios
Publisher:
SOEDESCO Publishing
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 570 or AMD Radeon HD 6870

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Swedish,Dutch,Polish,Russian
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You'll see this swimsuit on Aya in the story mode, but there is no way to unlock it in game without ponying up for this DLC.

It's more clothing than she USUALLY wears though.. I want my money back!!! *sniff sniff*. Got this on sale for .59 cents and I
pretty much got my money's worth. For the price, I don't really think I can rag on it that much. It is rather short, which I actually
liked (and expected).
I did like the voice-overs; I felt they gave a bit more color and personality to the game.

My biggest issue is actually that it reminds me a LOT of a free game I played on Kongregate called "The Company of Myself."
The gameplay AND story is almost exactly the same... and the Kongregate game had smoother\/tighter controls and a much
heavier story\/ending.

That said, I was a little disappointed that it didn't seem to have anything fresh or new to add, but for what it was I did enjoy it..
Crashes. Only managed one game and that was nothing special. cause it is nice and i love to use it\\
. This is the Best VR Game ever. I am 46, and don't play games. This is much more than a 'game' it's a virtually real experience.
Games are not that. This is an outstanding use of VR. Thank you for making this. It is the best.. This review is for the whole
original trilogy!

Game works very well! I only miss a config system (and i read around that GOG version has one), so I have to set everything up
on windos notepad, I also could set up my 360 controller to play it on my TV and it works better than most recent games.

A very good game at a very good price that I played as a child that I can now revisit!

You can buy it withot worries that is working perfectly!. Great braincracking-fingertwisting 4d planformer. 4d cause there is no
up-down, left-right like in most 2d, there is no linear timeline also.. i love playing all 3 dark witch games on 3ds, its fun to get all
achievements and 100% the games on 3ds
i might 100% the game again but on pc. Actually a tall back-end - Pointy nose - but wider due to the front wheels being so close
to the front , so it's quite balanced.
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Lent, laid, commandes pas ergonomiques pour un sou.. I really recommend Ra\u00b2 if you like to challenge yourself. It's hard
to master all the levels with a 3-point rating. In any case, it takes a lot of perseverance and sensitivity. The more complex levels
also require a good memory. If you like it even more challenging, you should try to climb up the leader board.

The difficulty arises out of the rapid changes in\u2026

control (tractor beam vs. repulsion beam)

location of the ball (portals, acceleration fields, \u2026)

map orientation or rather gravitational direction

game situation (precision vs. speed)Trifles like the atoms with their correct atomic number (regarding the number of
switches) show the developer's love of detail. Furthermore, there are letter achievements for writing funny words into
the showcase of your profile.. Closest thing to a cricket version of football manager you will get. Love the new camera
angles which really freshens the series up IMO. A graphically amazing game with extremely novel gameplay, you play as
a hooded huntress, using your changing magical powers to help you progress through the puzzles in the game. The best
game I've tested for a while, and thoroughly enjoyable.

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https://youtu.be/myHABfttBtc. Fun stealth based game.
Nice artwork.
Atmospheric audio.

The only negative, if it can be called that is the absolute need for a controller.

. Dead Franchise, video game not good for humans anymore.. This is not a simulator at all and will not teach you how
hack any systems. Getting that out of the way I only recommend this game if you like:

1. Command Prompt Games

2. Challenging puzzles

3. Figuring out the story through context

4. Repeating the same puzzle multiple times

5. Linear game play with minmal margin for error
Not sure what the creator of the game was thinking, probablly wanted to push out another version of the original,
but this one is easier IMO. The first one had many stopping points as the clues were not as intuitive as in this
version, but this version is very linear in nature. The first one allowed you to make upgrades to you machine early
on without sacraficing parts for trace cash. If you make two or more mistakes with finding your servers, you
might have to sell your upgrades or completely fail.

My only complaint is that I couldn't upgrade my machine like I did in the first one, and had to just stick with
firewall level 1. I did enjoy the chanllenge of the game overall, but it's not everyones cup of tea.

Note: Edits made only for typos.
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